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By Roberto Schwarz

Verso. Paperback. Condition: New. 224 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 6.1in. x 0.5in.How can Latin
Americans understand their past Do ideologies which have been imported from Europe necessarily
distort their view, or is that to underrate the power and objectivity of the ideas themselves These
questions are at the heart of this selection of essays, spanning twenty years of critical work on
history, culture and identity, by one of the foremost Latin American intellectuals of our time.
Roberto Schwarzs writings have had a profound effect throughout Latin America. This is the first
volume of those writings to appear in English. Taking its title from what has probably been
Schwarzs most influential essay, Misplaced Ideasfirst examines the slave-owning Brazil of the
nineteenth century, to show the persistent gap between liberal ideology based on the free market,
and the reality of forced labour. The essays which follow range across the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, and across film and fiction, theatre and music. They include four pieces on the great
novelist Machado de Assis, and a powerful essay on the sometimes bizarre ways Brazilian culture
reacted to the imposition of military rule. Throughout, Schwarz continually demonstrates the wit
and sharpness which make his writings...
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Comprehensive information for publication enthusiasts. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this composed e pdf. You can expect to like
the way the article writer create this pdf.
-- Abby K oz ey IV-- Abby K oz ey IV

This is an amazing publication i actually have at any time go through. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading through period. Its been developed in
an exceptionally straightforward way which is merely following i finished reading through this publication where actually altered me, modify the way in
my opinion.
-- Noa h Pa dber g-- Noa h Pa dber g
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